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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

Crypto Cannabis is a blockchain technology housed DAPP (Decentralized Application) Game. 
 The game begins by creating the gene plants of "Legacy Landrace Strains" by utilizing the 
TRON Foundation cryptocurrency (TRON TRX) and PotCoin Cryptocurrency. 

ITO (Initial Token Offering) 

To Gene The Legacy Landrace Strains spend TRX on the Crypto Cannabis native "StrainGeneSeed" 
Tokens:  
-SativaGeneSeed (SATIVA) 
-IndicaGeneSeed (INDICA) 
 Each Crypto Cannabis INDICA or SATIVA Token is equal to one TRON TRX or 1 PotCoin. 
 Each Crypto Cannabis INDICA & SATIVA equals 1% of a strains Cannattributes. 

Capital Raising Allocations 

ITO capitals will be allocated and utilized into succeeding the full Crypto Cannabis game engine and 
development needs and payments for the team of developers, server costs and expansions and most 

importantly the sever and game engine security and safety of the entire network. 

Project Outline 

-Initial Crypto Cannabis game ecosystem build launch. 
-Social media community growth and community groups commences. 

-ITO pre-sale and main sale will open up for the general public to invest into the Crypto Cannabis in 
game tokens (SativaGeneSeed (SATIVA) & IndicaGeneSeed (INDICA). 
-TRX, PotCoin & SEED enact as payment for obtaining SATIVA and INDICA tokens. 

-Pre-Sale of dispensary licenses will issue out to private buyers to have ready for the full game 
launch. Pre-sale dispensary licenses will auction during the pre-game ITO sale in the telegram group. 
-Pre-Game auctions of game token packages will take place in the Crypto Cannabis Community 

telegram group. 22 Legacy Landrace Strains exist in all. Each is a TRC20 mineable smart contract 
containing only a 1,000 quantity card limit of each Legacy Landrace Strain type. From here in game 
Legacy Landrace Strain’s when crossbred will unlock new hybrid smart contract strains. 
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Overview/Briefing: Crypto Cannabis Gameplay: 

1. Example: South American Landrace equals 100% Sativa. To gene this strain plant costs 100 
SativaGeneSeed crypto tokens to mine (grow) to unlock the strain. 

2. To breed a hybrid crypto cannabis plant for example Super Skunk, would cost 100 INDICA's to 
unlock the ability to mine (grow) the Afghani strain parent to Super Skunk. As well as a variance of 
prior breeding in game accomplishments from Super Skunks other parent, Skunk #1.  

3. Once these strains are unlocked to breed into the Super Skunk Hybrid Strain (65% Indica & 35% 
Sativa), 65 IndicaGeneSeed and 35 SativaGeneSeed Tokens are needed to succeed mining (growing) 
the Super Skunk Hybrid Strain smart contract to obtain it into your wallet.. 

4. Sell your Super Skunk and other strains to other game players for TRON TRX. 

5. Open a Crypto Cannabis dispensary to gather more attention to your self as a strain breeder. Sell 
your unlocked bred strains for TRX to the entire Crypto Cannabis game community in your 
dispensary store. Obtain AdSpace for your dispensary to stick out among the rest. Only 420 
dispensary licenses will ever issue out within the Crypto Cannabis Game Ecosystem. 

6. Custom name your dispensary and we will create a digital logo and sign or you may upload you 
own into the game engine. Pick your own avatar for when community game players enter your store. 

7. Crypto Cannabis Dispensary License: ***Only 420 Dispensary Store Licenses Will Ever Issue***  

8. Enter your strains into the Crypto Cannabis Cup for the entire community of players and game 
watchers holding TRON TRX, SEED or INDICA & SATIVA tokens to enter these crypto types into 
the prize pool as votes for you. Token votes place strains in either 1st, 2nd or 3rd place in scheduled 
Crypto Cannabis Cups. All tokens voted to strains below 1st, 2nd, 3rd are returned to voters. 

9. Winners of crypto cannabis cups keep the prize pool of TRX, PotCoin SEED & GeneSeed tokens. 

10. Only one strain at a time of different strain types may be entered into the Crypto Cannabis Cups at 
a first come first serve basis of entrance. The 1st place winner will also win a free dispensary shop! 

11. Four Crypto Cannabis Cups take place at the end of each years 4 quarters (Four Crypto Cannabis 
Cups A Year). 
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Crypto Cannabis Game Ranking, How To Move Up In Rank: 

"Leaf Up Point System” Utility of the LeafUp Token: 

By unlocking and creating strain types utilizing the LeafUp token you earn in game experience or 
“LeafUp" points. Players also LeafUp by winning cannabis cups. Regular usage of SativaGeneSeed 
and IndicaGeneSeed bought directly with TRX earn 0.25 LeafUp points per each strain grown and 
unlocked. LeafUp tokens are 2 TRX per each LeafUp token. A player will then spend 50 LeafUp for 
100 GeneSeed tokens to mine (grow) to obtain a strain with 100% of that GeneSeed token type. So 
the price of direct TRX to GeneSeed from LeafUp to GeneSeed is no different. Each strain unlocked 
and bred utilizing LeafUp tokens equals a half (0.5) LeafUp point. 

After earning 100 LeafUp points breeders may begin to cross breed their own custom strains, give 
their strains custom names, “cannattributes” and control the INDICA to SATIVA percentage (%) ratio 
of each custom strain bred, as well as receive 100 LeafUp TRC10 tokens. Each time a player Leafs 
Up 100 points, 100 LeafUp tokens are rewarded. LeafUp tokens may be spent in exchange for 
SativaGeneSeed and IndicaGeneSeed in game tokens at a 1:2 LeafUp : GeneSeed ratio. 
Custom strains creation may be sold for TRX in dispensary stores, on the Crypto Cannabis Strain 
Road, Crypto Cannabis Marketplace, Auction House or placed in Crypto Cannabis Cups to LeafUp 
even further. Custom TRC20 strain creation for those whom have reached that progress costs 100 
LeafUp tokens per each plant contained in the strains TRC20 volume. Example: X custom strain has 
100 as a quantity of itself. This will cost 10,000 LeafUp tokens. Y custom strain with only 2 of itself 
in that smart contract will cost 200 LeafUp tokens. This allows that custom strains are rare and not 
inflated with large amounts in the game. Custom TRC20 mineable strains that are flower harvest 
strains may have 420 quantity total. For concentrate harvest strains, may have 710 quantity total. 

In Game Utility Tokens: 
The Crypto Cannabis Game utilizes its two in game token types to unlock and create strain types.  
 The two token types: 
  -IndicaGeneSeed (INDICA) 
  -SativaGeneSeed (SATIVA) 
The in game dispensaries, marketplaces, cup events and auctions accepts TRX and SEED to buy and 
sell Crypto Cannabis strain types. 
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How To Utilize Sativa/Indica GeneSeed’s to Unlock And Create Strains: 
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Selling and Buying Crypto Cannabis Strains: 

 Once legacy landrace strains become unlocked, created and crossbred into new landrace 
phenotypes and hybrid strain creations, these strains may then be brought into a variance of open 
marketplaces within the Crypto Cannabis Game Engine’s Ecosystem. 

  
 

 Opt to open your own dispensary and choose from a variance of dispensary store style designs. 
Upload your own store/sign and brand logo designs into the game ecosystem to represent your custom 
strains stemmed from hybrids, phenotypes and legacy landrace strain breeds. To own an in game 
dispensary shop a game player must own and hold in their connected TronLink wallet the 
CryptoCannabisDispensaryLicense token (CCDL). There are only 420 of these tokens in existence. 
Dispensary owners receive weekly TRX rewards t their wallet holding the CCDL TRC10 token. 
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 Once you have obtained and established a dispensary license and store, choose from a variance 
of in store avatar designs and styles. Within your place of business you will have connected to your 
TronLink wallet shelf slots to list your TRC20 smart contract Crypto Cannabis Strain Cards to sell to 
visiting customers (other in-game Crypto Cannabis community players) at your own set retail price of 
TRX, PotCoin or SEED cryptocurrency. Players may also sell their dispensary license token for TRX 
to another game player. 
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Crypto Cannabis Cup In-Depth Section 
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Crypto Cannabis Cup: 

1. Join and explore discussion and historical records and upcoming scheduled Crypto Cannabis Cup’s 
within the Crypto Cannabis Community Group: “Crypto Cannabis Cup League.”. 

2. Overview: The Crypto Cannabis Cup is the center stage for the entire community to come together 
to vote for the succeeding Crypto Cannabis Breeders whom are blazing through the breeding 
progresses, unlocking new classic real world cannabis strains and obtaining valuable "Crypto 
Cannabis Strain Smart Contract Cards." Each card is unlocked by those whom obtained Legacy 
Landrace Strain Cards to begin breeding and cross straining these relic cannabis strains together, 
unlocking the hybrids and phenotypes. Those whom have "Leafed Up" (in-game points system) over 
100 times will then be in ability to custom breed and name their own hybrid Crypto Cannabis Game 
Strains. Each new strain created and issued into the strain seed gene pool, will issue out a new custom 
smart contract card to the breeder/creators TRON blockchain wallet address paired to the strain card 
image with a specific ownership smart contract assigned to themselves for their new strain creation. 
These smart contract TRX launch fee's depend on current TRON TRX market valuations or instead of 
direct spending of TRX, bandwidth capabilities may be set in place of smart contract launch fees. 

3. All of these smart contract Crypto Cannabis Strain's may then be entered into the Crypto Cannabis 
Cup. The entire community will then vote TRX, PotCoin, SEED and or the in-game tokens 
"SativeGeneSeed (SATIVA) & IndicaGeneSeed (INDICA)" to their favorite succeeding breeders and 
strain types that have been unlocked. The breeders and their strains featured in the Crypto Cannabis 
Cup that receive the highest votes will feature three winners of first, second, and third place 
competition placing. 
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5. The TRX, PotCoin, SEED, SATIVA and INDICA crypto digital asset votes applied will be 
distributed to the top 3 winning Crypto Cannabis Cup strain breeders. All votes that placed under 1st, 
2nd, 3rd positions will be returned to the voters wallet addresses. The winning prize pool votes, 
breeders may then apply towards continuing breeding in game play from the prize pool funding. 
Crypto Cannabis Cup trophy icons will then become applied to the breeders profile and dispensary 
stores for the entire Crypto Cannabis Community social discussion platform to be seen along with 
awarded “Leaf Up” points. 

6. Only one strain type of each Crypto Cannabis type that has been unlocked and bred may enter the 
Crypto Cannabis Cup on a first come first serve entrance basis. These competitions will begin to 
become very competitive with growing interest when custom strains and strain classic's begin to 
become unlocked and available. 

7. Fours Crypto Cannabis Cups will take place each year at the end of each of the four yearly quarters 
of Q1, Q2, Q3 Q4. 

8. Join the Crypto Cannabis Community Group: “Crypto Cannabis League” to keep up to date and 
informed about all upcoming Crypto Cannabis Cups's (dates, times, etc), as well as participant lists of 
breeders and which strains have been successfully entered into the competition for voting. All voting 
progresses will be featured here of daily updates with the ability to connect with these breeders and 
ask direct questions. Or just to stop in and give our hardworking Crypto Cannabis Game breeders 
thanks and praise for their in game works and  progresses unlocking new and rare valuable smart 
contract Crypto Cannabis Strain Cards. 
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Crypto Cannabis Auctions: 

	 Unlocked strains and custom bred strains may be entered into the Crypto Cannabis Auction with 
a set starting TRX bid price. The entire Crypto Cannabis gaming community may participate in these 
auctions and bid against each other to obtain these strains. The crypto breeder whom enters the strain 
smart contract card will set a starting bid of their choosing and once the auction begins an auction 
timer will begin and the bidding by the entire community will become enabled during the timed 
auction entirety until the auction end.  
 From here the auction judge will then enact as a middle ground wallet escrow where the bid 
funds and strain smart contract card will be placed to make sure each end is met before allocating the 
winning bid and smart contract strain card to the breeder and bidder wallets. 
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Further Information/Overviews About Gameplay Outline 

 Only 22 Legacy Landrace Strain types exist globally. Hence only 1000 of each Legacy 
Landrace Strain within the 22 smart contracts will release to be purchased, unlocked and grown as a 
digital graphic card plant at a first come first serve basis. The in game digital graphic card shows the 
strain representing the Legacy Landrace Strain that is attached to the smart contract. This smart 
contract TRC20 is attached to your wallet paired with the gameplay engine and minted forever upon 
the TRON Foundation's blockchain through the TRON Virtual Machine. Once a TRC20 Crypto 
Cannabis Strain is bought to mine (grow) and obtain, the growth timer begins that takes three 24 hour 
day cycles to complete in real time. Once the timer is complete the TRC20 Crypto Cannabis Strain 
type will be ready and deployed into the game players TronLink connected wallet address for in game 
use. To speed up growth the partnered EMStoken's may be spent to decrease growth turnaround time. 

 This gives the ability of rarity to the game strains and success rate of the beginning progresses 
and forward momentum into the long term progress of the Crypto Cannabis game ecosystem and 
success of market value for in game play participants and breeders. 

 A pre-sale premium will occur for preparing players of the Crypto Cannabis game. Each pre-
sold Crypto Cannabis Dispensary License (CCDL) will be auctioned off in the Crypto Cannabis 
Community Group on Telegram: https://t.me/CryptoCannabisGame 

 These pre-sale auction's will accept TRON TRX and PotCoin as payment to secure the CCDL’s 
won at crowdsale. Your email address and TRON Blockchain wallet address registered to the game 
website will be used to secure your auction winning in the ecosystems database for the Crypto 
Cannabis game's engine launch. The game engine will coordinate with you via email and allocate to 
you  your dispensary buildout registered to your TRON Blockchain wallet address interconnected to 
TRONLINK holding the Crypto Cannabis Dispensary License (CCDL). 
 A Secret Legacy Landrace Strain will release eventually well into the game ecosystems 
progress. Only 4000 of this secret legacy type will release for a limited amount of time for sale. This 
will announce within the gameplay accordingly and prior to release so that everyone has a fair chance 
to mine (grow) to obtain the secret Legacy Landrace Strain type. 

Legacy Landrace Strain Phenotypes: 
 When a Legacy Landrace Strain has been mined (grown) and bred with the SATIVA and 
INDICA tokens, with the next set of tokens obtained and by adding your Legacy Landrace Strain 
plant back into the breeding room, you will now be able to mine (grow) to obtain the Legacy 
Landrace Strain phenotype. There is a very limited quantity of only 1000 Phenotype's that will issue 
out.  
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Legacy Landrace Strain List: 

-Asia:  

Nepal: 
-Nepalese (Np) 
Indonesia:  
-Aceh (Ach) 
Thailand:  
-Thai (Tha): Phenotype: -Chocolate Thai 

-South And Central America: 
-South American (Sam): Phenotype: -Columbian Gold (Cg) 
-Central American (Cam): Phenotype: -Panama Red (Pam) 

-Middle East/Himalayas: 
Afghanistan/Pakistan:  
-Afghani (Afg): Phenotypes: -Mazar|Sharif (Mis), -Lashka Gah (Lkg) 
India: 
-Hindu Kush 

-Africa: 
-African (Afr): Phenotypes: -Swazi Gold (Swz), -Kilimanjaro (Kmj), -Durban Poison (Dp), -Malawi 
(Mal) 

-Mexico: 
-Mexican (Mex): Phenotype: -Acapulco Gold (Aca) 

-Jamaica: 
-Jamaican (Jam): Phenotypes: -Lambs Bread (Lb), -Kings Bread (Kbr) 

 Built into the Crypto Cannabis Website and Game Engine is the full strain library plugin 
powered by Leafly, a Privateer Holdings Inc. Organization. Here you may utilize the library to search 
and unlock new strain types built into the Crypto Cannabis Game engine strain bank database. This is 
your Go-To tool for succeeding your gameplay progresses and interests as a Crypto Cannabis breeder.  

Mine (grow) and breed the worlds rarest most valuable crypto-asset back Crypto Cannabis Strains! 
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Crypto Cannabis Community In Game Social Network Ecosystem 

 Within the Crypto Cannabis Game features built into the game engine ecosystem a Facebook 
like social network: “Crypto Cannabis Community” powered by the Buddy Press technology 
platform. Register here and login when you join and visit to play Crypto Cannabis. Make friends, 
send direct private messages, posts and activity stream progresses of gameplay and events. Within the 
Crypto Cannabis Community you may meet friends and breeding affiliates and to join groups like the 
p2p Crypto Cannabis Strain Market: “The Strain Road” for buying and selling Crypto Cannabis Cards 
among each other. 
 Further community growth and groups will begin to form starting with three main groups, “The 
Strain Road” group, “Crypto Cannabis Cup League” group and “The Crypto Cannabis Police 
Department” group. These group informations have been disclosed among the above informations 
except the Crypto Cannabis Police Department Moderator and Group. Here we have included the 
reasoning and outline of the Crypto Cannabis Police Department group: 

    1. Report any unusual or criminal behaviors and concerns here. 
 2. The Crypto Cannabis Police Department will address these reports accordingly. 
 3. Private message the “Crypto Cannabis Police” to enter anonymous reports and tips of  
  unusual or criminal behaviors within Crypto Cannabis Game. 
 4. Report all illicit/illegal real world drug sales or drug related communication(s) of users on 
  either public activity streams or private messages that relate to drug sales or  
  individuals trying to sell or solicit real world drugs. 
 5. Never answer to anyone trying to sell you real world cannabis by shipping or other methods 
  across state/country boarders. Forward your reports in private message to the “Crypto 
  Cannabis Police.” 
 6. Never answer to anyone trying to obtain your cryptocurrency wallet address privacy keys, 
  and never share your privacy key(s) anywhere in public. 
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Important Disclosures: 

 Crypto Cannabis Game, its founder(s), marketers, team, developers and affiliates assume no 
responsibility whatsoever over its game users/players. Play at your own risk. We are not a financial 
service or provider, we do not make financial advice or advisements whatsoever. Do you own 
research. Make sure prior to playing Crypto Cannabis that the website url address is: https://
cryptocannabis.world. Any other website url that claims to be the Crypto Cannabis game is a fake 
phishing site that may look just like our official game engine site, but in fact is actually a fake landing 
url website to try to steal and fraud you from your cryptocurrency funds. Again the only authentic 
CryptoCannabis game website is: https://CryptoCannabis.world. Finally, never share your TRON 
wallet(s) privacy key(s) ever anywhere or with anyone. We will never ask you for your privacy key 
and nor should anyone else ever. If anyone is asking you to disclose your privacy key or for unusual 
or inappropriate behaviors in during in game play, in connected social media groups/pages, 
immediately tell our team administrators directly in the groups/pages and email us at: 
strainbreeding@cryptocannabis.world. 

Finally, 

Thank you for your support and presence and enjoy playing Crypto Cannabis! 

Happy Crypto Cannabis Breeding!  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Crypto Cannabis Game As An Investment Vehicle 

  The Crypto Cannabis Game offers an investment vehicle of game shares to those whom 
would like to invest into the game while not directly having to play the game. The way this 
benefits this type investor is that shareholder whom buy shares in the form of 
CryptoCannabisGame (CCGX) TRC10 tokens. CCGX enacts as the indicator of a share holders 
investment vehicle based on their wallet holdings volume of shares.  
  Exercised as a mutual fund piece, shareholders receive a quarterly percentage return of the 
Crypto Cannabis Game's pooled profits. Three payments are accepted in exchange for CCGX 
shares of the Crypto Cannabis Game. TRON (TRX), TronEuropRewardCoin (TERC), and or 
SesameSeed (SEED).  
  Each quarter ending starting in 2019 share holders will receive TRON TRX in returns 
based upon their wallets holdings of CCGX shares, along with 25% of the total games profits will 
also be allocated out at a complete divisional rate between all share holders wallets. Once the 
game is beta tested and operational in its full launch and deployment the quarterly 25% game 
profits will be allocated out after its full first quarter of operation. 
  The CryptoCannabisGame (CCGX) TRC10 token will also enter into the open market 
cryptocurrency exchanges of further availability and liquidity of its valuation management long 
term. With more buyers in the open markets apart from the initial token offer sale of the game 
mutual shares hold space for a valuation increase. If CCGX share holders decide to sell off prior 
to each years quarterly ends their returns will be allocated to the next share holder(s) whom obtain 
their shares via open market exchanges. If many share holders of example decide to sell off their 
CCGX shares right after a quarterly end, the open market valuation will show a decrease in open 
market value without new share holders buying, were in the this case to manage the valuation of 
liquidity Crypto Cannabis Game will exercise the right to buy back its own CryptoCannabisGame 
(CCGX) shares to maintain its valuation in the open marketplace. 
 *Important Disclosure: 
  Shareholders of CryptoCannabisGame (CCGX) are responsible for their own wallets 
remaining secure and protected containing their holdings of shares. Any miss-management of a 
wallet by the investor containing their CGGX shares falls solely on that investor if they lose, have 
stolen by others or become locked out of their wallets causing no access to the shares. Further 
more the Crypto Cannabis Game, its founders and affiliates/partnerships carry no responsibility of 
these losses whatsoever in any way shape for form & will not be held accountable for such losses. 
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Partnerships/Affiliations: 
Emergency Medical Services: 

EMStoken 

HGH Farms: 
LeafUp 

Tron Europe 
TronEuropeRewardCoin (TERC) 
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